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Sophistication Takes the Spotlight with Avondale from Caracole Compositions
Whole-home collection evokes timeless refinement
Greensboro, N.C., April 18, 2017 – The epitome of everyday elegance, Avondale—the newest introduction from Caracole
Compositions—is making its debut at the April High Point Furniture Market. The 35-piece whole-home group features soft,
fluid lines and signature finishes.
“Our newest addition to Caracole Compositions, Avondale, offers a truly unique aesthetic,” says Scott Smith, president and
CEO. “Both elegant and livable, it represents the best of both form and function. It’s a casually sophisticated look that complements the way people live today.”
Flirty yet substantive, Avondale is a signature whole home collection destined to inspire meaningful moments. Its serpentine
silhouettes convey movement with timeless insight and are highlighted by an Elegant Linen finish, antique mirror accents and
ferrules in Lightly Brushed Chrome. Exquisite materials and finishes are expertly combined to create signature statement-making looks. The result is a direction that embodies gracious living and everyday elegance.
Avondale’s Elegant Linen finish is a clear linen tone with soft champagne ceruse on lightly figured quartered ash. It’s complemented by finishes in Soft Silver Leaf finish and Pearl. Together they create an overall aesthetic that is fresh yet timeless.
Highlights of the collection include:
Avondale Round Cocktail Table: Thin strips of antique mirror make this cocktail
table shine! The mirrors have been placed in a wooden frame, painted in Soft
Silver Paint, and run completely around the base that is topped with a large antique mirror. Hidden pulls reveal 40 inches of interior storage space that has been
finished in Soft Silver Paint.
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Avondale Credenza: This handsome, softly bowed credenza shows off the beauty of Quarter Ash. The face of each
large, curved door has the ash inlaid in a starburst pattern.
The center of each door features dramatic round custom
metal hardware. Each door is trimmed with a bead of Soft
Silver Leaf. The interior cabinets are finished in Pearl and
each has two adjustable shelves. The cabinet rests off the
ground on delicate trapezoidal legs that are finished in Soft
Silver Leaf.

###
ABOUT CARACOLE
A leader in both style and quality, Caracole delivers distinctive designs with high-style at an exceptional value. Known for its
unique materials, rich finishes and on-trend fabrics, the whole-home furniture manufacturer offers a variety of stylish product
portfolios designed to fit today’s homes and lifestyles. These include Caracole Classic, Caracole Modern, Caracole Signature,
Compositions, and Caracole Couture Custom Upholstery.
Available to both the trade and designers, Caracole shows at the High Point Furniture Market in two locations: the new Caracole Boutique at 330 N. Hamilton and its primary showroom in the IHFC -C500. For more information, visit caracole.com.
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